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Abstract  
My research project presents an edited version, with an introduction, of the earliest 
surviving version of “Rena Walden,” the short story that ultimately became the novel The House 
Behind the Cedars. The novel is a passing story in which a light-skinned, mixed race girl enters 
white society to live life as a white woman. Interestingly, however, the short story on which the 
novel was based began as a fiction with no white characters whatsoever. As the manuscript of 
this story is often difficult to read because of hard-to-decipher handwritten revisions, I had to 
create my own editorial policy to support my decisions. I have conducted research on the 
publication process of The House Behind the Cedars and Chesnutt's life in order to make 
informed editorial decisions. As a result, I have produced my own transcription of the draft, 
which I have titled "Rena Walden,” adopting the name Chesnutt himself used for this story in his 
correspondence with publishers. One of the goals of this project has been to give careful editorial 
treatment to a manuscript written by a person of color; commonly, such treatment has been 
reserved for white authors. As noted above, my research has highlighted inconsistencies between 
the early draft story and final published novel, which provides the reader with further insight into 
The House Behind the Cedars. 
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Introduction 
Charles W. Chesnutt could cross racial lines in an era that took the divide between white 
and black seriously regardless of the color of one’s skin. In African American literature, he has 
stood out as a literary icon for his treatment of the black experience through his fictional stories. 
However, sadly, due to a lack of editorial focus on African American literature, Chesnutt is one 
of many writers of color whose writings have not received the careful editorial treatment 
accorded to white authors. Therefore, one of my intentions for this project is to highlight the 
literary process of a well-known African American author through taking a closer look at one of 
his unpublished manuscripts. 
In particular, I will edit and introduce what is thought to be the earliest draft of a short 
story that ultimately became Chesnutt's novel, The House Behind the Cedars (Houghton, Mifflin 
and Company 1900). Today, Fisk University holds the largest collection of Chesnutt’s papers in 
its Special Collections and Archives. Correspondence between Chesnutt and one of his literary 
advisors, George W. Cable, indicates that Chesnutt first sent Cable a copy of the story on 
September 9th, 1889. Chesnutt hoped that the story, “Rena Walden,” would be published in the 
Century. While Fisk University does not hold the copy that he sent to Cable, it does hold a 
version with edits that lines up with another letter dated on July 25th, 1890. Therefore, I believe 
that the draft I am working with is the earliest surviving version of the story. Fisk University has 
saved this version as the fourth copy in its series of drafts, but based on the evidence found in 
Chesnutt’s letters, I will simply refer to this draft as “Rena Walden.”  
 “Rena Walden” is a typescript with handwritten corrections making it difficult to read in 
some places. In order to make “Rena Walden” accessible for today’s audience, I have edited 
Chesnutt’s unpublished manuscript into an easily readable format. By editing the unpublished 
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manuscript, I will also make Chesnutt’s work more widely available to the general public. As I 
have discussed, one of the reasons why I chose “Rena Walden” is due to its position in the 
progressive timeline of events which ultimately ended with The House Behind the Cedars. As 
“Rena Walden” is likely the earliest surviving version of The House Behind the Cedars, it 
illuminates Chesnutt's initial approach to this work of fiction, and it treats issues that are distinct 
from those ultimately addressed in the novel. In its first form, “Rena Walden” reads as a story 
highlighting the complexities within black hierarchy rather than as a passing story. The story 
highlights some of Chesnutt’s most pressing thoughts on the subject of race.  
Further, “Rena Walden” was always a story that Chesnutt felt very passionate about.  In a 
letter to Houghton Mifflin on September 8, 1891, Chesnutt proposed a published volume entitled 
“Rena Walden and other stories” or simply “Rena Walden,” demonstrating the high regard he 
had for this story above previously published works to be included in the volume such as “The 
Goophered Grapevine,” “Po’ Sandy,” “Dave’s Neckliss,” “The Conjurer’s Revenge,” and “The 
Sheriff’s Story.” At this time, “Rena Walden” had been rejected from both the Century and The 
Atlantic. Still, Chesnutt appeared to always have great faith in its potential as he continued to 
work on it throughout the 1890’s until its publication.  
One reason for this faith could have been due to the autobiographical resonance found 
within “Rena Walden.” Chesnutt places the characters in the fictional town of Patesville, an echo 
of Fayetteville, North Carolina, which is where Chesnutt grew up. “Rena Walden” explores the 
color prejudices within the black community, which represented a fact of life which Chesnutt 
knew from his own past. In a letter to Walter Hines Page on December 27, 1898, Chesnutt said: 
“There is scarcely an incident in it that has not been paralleled in real life to my actual 
knowledge” (McElrath and Leitz 118). While this statement may have been made more in 
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reference to The House Behind the Cedars than to “Rena Walden,” there are moments within 
“Rena Walden” that connect with Chesnutt's biography. For example, the narrator of “Rena 
Walden” refers to himself as “a young bookish lad” who “scoured the neighborhood for reading 
matter,” in a manner similar to Chesnutt’s own desire for educational resources. Chesnutt’s own 
experience with limited opportunities is refracted through parts of the story. 
However, it is perhaps most important to look at the major differences between “Rena 
Walden” and The House Behind the Cedars. While technically “Rena Walden” can be viewed as 
a draft of The House Behind the Cedars, it once existed as a short story. In short, it can be 
considered alone and on its own terms. However, there is also value in examining the significant 
changes which occurred between the earliest version possible of “Rena Walden” and the final 
novel. Most strikingly, “Rena Walden” lacks even a single white character whereas the plot of 
The House Behind the Cedars revolves around Rena entering white society as a white-passing 
black. Therefore, a major question in “Rena Walden,” even more so than in the final version, is 
the idea of color prejudice within the black community. As someone who was raised with the 
difficulty of navigating racial lines, Chesnutt wished to showcase a spectrum of the black 
experience. In a moment of frustration towards the comments of an editor, Chesnutt writes: 
It [“Rena Walden”] was written under the ever-present consciousness, so hard for me to 
get rid of, that a very large class of people consider the class the story treats of as 
“amorphous.” I fear there is too much of this sentiment to make mulattoes good magazine 
characters, and I notice that all of the good negroes (excepting your own creations) whose 
virtues have been given to the world through the columns of the Century, have been 
blacks, full-blooded, and their chief virtues have been their dog-like fidelity and devotion 
to their old masters. (McElrath and Letiz 65) 
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In other words, Chesnutt acknowledges his difficulty to “get rid of” the idea constantly 
hovering in his mind; he worries that the mostly white middle-class audience and publishers 
were not ready to acknowledge and reckon with mixed race blacks who lived on the color line. 
As he grew up primarily in black society—though he also had white relatives—he noticed black 
cultural complexities that seemed to comprise enough conflict and content on its own. Within 
mixed race culture, there existed a certain group who experienced life as both white and black at 
times; for some, it turned into a source of pride to be able to pass as white. In both versions of 
the story, Wain brags about his ability to be mistaken as a white man. Racial prejudice existed 
outside of black society, but it was also prevalent within it. Further, in “Rena Walden,” Wain 
states: “The kind er gal I want mus’ be, fu’st of all, a bright mulatter, ez white ez any mulatter 
kin be -- ez white ez you is.” (Rena Walden 44) Chesnutt was fully aware of the desire for light 
skin which was preferred even amongst black society. For Chesnutt, these complexities were 
enough for a novel without the addition of white characters.  
Nevertheless, despite such complexities, Chesnutt’s advisors may have convinced him 
that the dominant culture would prefer a fantasy of black subservience and self-defeating loyalty. 
Houghton Mifflin was known as a “cautious and deliberate publisher” (Andrews 125). 
Eventually, Chesnutt may have felt the need to conform to a more conventional story for the sake 
of the novel reaching publication. Chesnutt responds to his editor’s critiques with the statement: 
“I shall write to please the editors, and the public, and who knows but that perhaps at some future 
day I may be best able to please others by pleasing myself?” (McElrath and Letiz 66)  
Ultimately, Chesnutt agreed to propose the book as a “miscegenation question” which had been 
an increasingly popular subject at the time that was sure to attract an audience. (McElrath and 
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Letiz ) Therefore, the feedback that Chesnutt received on “Rena Walden” had an impact on the 
way that he altered the story to fit the needs of the general audience.  
However, if Chesnutt was aiming to create a more pleasing story for a white audience 
featuring black subservience, he seems to counteract this idea by creating a much more complex 
and interesting heroine for The House Behind the Cedars. One of the more intriguing ideas 
presented in “Rena Walden,” in sharp contrast with the final draft, is that Rena is depicted as a 
naive girl easily won over by Wain’s efforts. She is described as “not particularly bright,” which 
is reflected in her character’s naivety. Rena quickly agrees to marry Wain, thinking that “the 
match was a brilliant one from her world’s point of view; it was her mother’s wish; it was her 
fate” (Rena Walden 45). She responds positively to Wain’s request for marriage “blushing 
furiously” and “in mingled happiness and distress” (Rena Walden 44). Perhaps Chesnutt’s 
decision to design Rena with a liking towards Wain is to highlight the desires within light-
skinned black society to marry as light possible. Despite what this may reveal about black 
society, Rena appears as a one-dimensional character in the manuscript. 
In The House Behind the Cedars, Rena’s character has a much more cautious eye. Rena 
is entirely underwhelmed and even turned off by Wain’s efforts to woo her; she finds his speech 
to be “a temperamental tendency to exaggeration” and “paid little attention to his compliments” 
(Chesnutt 149). As Wain became more forward with his intentions towards her, she “soon 
fathomed his shallow, selfish soul, and detected, or at least divined, behind his mask of good-
nature a lurking brutality which filled her with vague distrust, needing only occasion to develop 
it into active apprehension,--occasion which was not long wanting" (183). Perhaps the white 
audience could read this reaction as a compliment; through Rena’s exposure to the white world, 
she seems to gain a certain set of discernment that she may otherwise not have. Indeed, Chesnutt 
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says himself in the manuscript that “any inherited aptitudes for culture which she may have had, 
were in directions where they had no opportunity for development” (Rena Walden 22). Chesnutt 
adds a layer of complexity to The House Behind the Cedars by giving Rena her own set of 
ambitions; her relationship with Wain is not based on marriage, but based on the opportunity to 
teach in his town’s school. Therefore, Rena’s development from the draft to final version could 
be seen as a success despite the fundamental changes that Chesnutt was advised to make against 
his initial instincts. Although Chesnutt did ultimately write a different kind of story, he 
succeeded in portraying a light-skinned black girl as complex even if he was unable to fully 
develop the complexities of the black society as a whole. 
While these differences are telling, it is also interesting to look at the moments of 
continuity within The House Behind the Cedars and “Rena Walden” that depict some of the 
issues that Chesnutt found to be most relevant. Despite the changes encouraged by his editors, 
Chesnutt nevertheless attacks stereotypes in an attempt to demonstrate that other 
characterizations can exist within the black experience. Therefore, in both “Rena Walden” and 
The House Behind the Cedars, there is diversity present within the full range of black characters. 
The following paragraph is in regard to Molly’s social circle: 
The company were all mulattoes -- all mixed-blooded people were mulattoes in North 
Carolina. There were dark mulattoes and bright mulattoes. Mis’ Molly’s guests were of 
the bright class, none of them less than half white, and most of them still fairer of tint. 
The only thing which, in Mis’ Molly’s circle, could excuse even a brown complexion, 
was straight hair. Many of the guests would not have been distinguishable, casually, from 
white people. Others bore unmistakable traces of Indian ancestry; for Cherokee and 
Tuscarawas blood was quite widely diffused among the free negroes of North Carolina. 
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Very few of those present had ever been slaves; the free colored people of Patesville had 
been numerous enough before the war to have their own “society”, and human enough to 
despise those who did not possess their own advantages, and they still looked upon those 
who had once been in bondage.  
Interestingly, the exact section made it to the final cut of The House Behind the 
Cedars. Thus, Chesnutt continues to acknowledge racial prejudices within the hierarchy of 
Patesville. However, Chesnutt does not endorse the idea that lighter skin is a sign of superiority. 
Frank, although the darkest, can also be the most noble at times. In “Rena Walden” and The 
House Behind the Cedars, Frank is responsible for saving Rena from near death. His character 
lasts from typescript to novel, perhaps showing the weight that Chesnutt places in morality of his 
dark-skinned character in contrast to Wain, the light-skinned black villain in “Rena Walden.” 
Therefore, although Chesnutt expanded the racial cast with The House Behind the Cedars by 
including white characters, his attack against black stereotypes remains an important part of the 
story.  
Another moment of continuity between the versions arises from the idea that color 
prejudice can take a destructive toll on one’s mental health. This idea was one of the earliest 
themes that Chesnutt viewed as vital to story. While the plot of “Rena Walden” eventually 
shifted to “a tragic story of interracial romance,” it was designed in its earliest drafts to “show 
the destructive effects of color consciousness on intra-racial marriage” (Andrews 123). In other 
words, the relationship between Wain and Rena shows the detrimental effects on Rena’s psyche 
which leads to her ultimate downfall. In “Rena Walden” and the novel, Rena underwent trauma 
as an effect of her relationship with Wain. Molly, Rena’s mother, was so focused on Rena 
marrying a light-skinned prosperous black man that she was blinded by Wain’s skin color and 
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unable to recognize Wain’s deceitfulness. Her desire for Rena to marry Wain may have been “a 
function of her near worship of Rena’s white father,” which went so deep that Molly even “often 
spoke of him, in a clandestine ease of way, and lamented the good old times before the war” 
(Rena 4). Therefore, Molly’s obsession with color and the social caste led to a marriage that 
would ultimately fail. Chesnutt may signal his own opinion on passing for white through Rena's 
death. At the very least, he suggests that passing across racial lines is a disorienting experience 
that can have a catastrophically negative outcome on the human psyche. 
 Since Chesnutt was able to keep these important topics as part of the novel we may 
wonder why he added white characters. One answer may be that it adds an entirely new layer of 
complexity to the story beyond focusing on the racial prejudices found within the black 
community. Instead, the final version can largely be viewed as a passing novel. This change in 
direction may have been due to the editorial resistance that Chesnutt faced when he submitted an 
earlier version of the story for publication. George W. Cable and Richard Watson Gilder, two of 
Chesnutt’s white literary advisors, both gave critical feedback based on the audience. In Cable’s 
criticism of one of the drafts of “Rena Walden”, he says “you must remember that you are 
writing for white Americans and English” (Andrews 25). Cable questioned whether white 
society would “share his sympathy for social pariahs like the Waldens” or whether white 
society’s possible prejudices would “block their openness to this new topic” (Andrews 26). 
Therefore, a situation arises in which Chesnutt needed to write a story that white readers could 
empathize with; for some, this seemed impossible if there was a complete lack of white 
characters in the story.  
When reading the draft version of “Rena Walden” which I have made accessible, it 
would be best to keep such decisions in mind. Moments of continuity from the draft to the novel 
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perhaps illuminate issues that Chesnutt found to be particularly important, but the draft version 
still holds as its own. In the novel, Chesnutt, whether prompted by his publishers or not, appears 
to broaden the theme of color prejudice to include whites. While this detracts from the focus on 
the black community, in many ways, “Rena Walden” proves to be an interesting foreshadowing 
of the The House Behind the Cedars.   
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Editorial Statement 
 Charles Chesnutt's "Rena Walden" manuscript is held at Fisk University in its Special 
Collections and Archives. It is a typed copy with annotations on it in Chesnutt's handwriting. For 
the purpose of this project, I have relied on the typed copy and Chesnutt's original handwritten 
edits. I am grateful to Stephanie Browner for serving on my committee as an outside member 
and for supplying me with a PDF representation based on a photocopy of the original document.  
I have decided to present my documentary edition of the unpublished manuscript, which I 
have titled "Rena Walden," in such a way that it can be read as a fundamentally complete story 
despite gaps in the manuscript. The editorial decisions that I have made have been chosen with 
the overall purpose of making “Rena Walden” as readable as possible while also attempting to 
capture Chesnutt’s sometimes hard-to-decipher handwritten revisions. While “Rena Walden” is a 
largely complete draft, it still has several missing pages. I have noted areas in which full pages 
are missing from the manuscript in my transcription as for example with the first page of the 
manuscript.    
I have strived to make this version of "Rena Walden" as close as possible to what 
Chesnutt might have imagined it to be. Typically, sections that were crossed out are omitted 
from the transcription and Chesnutt's edits and revisions are adopted. In other instances, there are 
words, sentences, and paragraphs that have been completely crossed out without the provision of 
rewritten material. Ordinarily, I have followed Chesnutt's markings by deleting this material. In 
some cases, however, to understand the progression of the plot, it is necessary to include 
struckthrough passages in the transcription. In short, sections that have been visibly crossed out 
in the manuscript were not included in my version of the draft unless they are necessary for 
continuity and clarity. I have included a note whenever I have retained a passage Chesnutt 
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marked for deletion. I have made this decision based on my overall purpose with this project, 
which is to present the story in as complete a form as possible. By reading the transcription as 
whole, the reader will be able to better understand Chesnutt's vision from conception to 
completion. While most cases of strikethroughs are paired with revision, there are many 
rationales for why some lines were struck through without revision. One possibility is that 
Chesnutt may have had a separate document in which he was writing replacements for the 
strikethroughs, but it is not available to us. Another possibility is that Chesnutt did end up 
revising these strikethroughs but in a different version of the draft.  
There is also an issue of missing pages within the manuscript. Where there are missing 
pages, I have noted those occurrences with a comment placed with square brackets in the body of 
the transcription rather than in the footnotes. I have chosen this method to make the reading 
experience as seamless as possible even while noting the absence of some pages. For example, 
the absence of pages 47 through 53 are noted in this fashion: [Missing pages 47 - 53].  
 In some cases, Chesnutt's handwriting may be crowded, obscured, or difficult to 
decipher. While there will always be gray areas in the editing process, when I encounter those, I 
have made a footnote in the draft to explain my decision. For example, many times, Chesnutt has 
crossed out the name of Mr. Ferrebee, Mis' Molly’s wealthy white friend and father of her 
children. There are two instances, out of the many, in which Chesnutt decided to keep—or failed 
to delete—Mr. Ferebee's name; I have kept Mr. Ferrebee’s name in these two instances. There is 
one place in the manuscript in which Chesnutt crosses out “Ferrebee” but leaves a line above the 
mark of deletion, possibly signifying a blank space. In this case, rather than to insert “Ferrebee” 
into the space, I chose to render Chesnutt’s original type as “Mr. _____” and made a footnote of 
the decision.  
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 I follow Chesnutt's lead in the handling of grammar, punctuation, and spelling. For cases 
of line breaks, I had to use my best judgement. Hyphens at the end of the line are not kept in the 
transcription unless I can find evidence that Chesnutt hyphenated the word in The House Behind 
the Cedars. For example, I altered the word “settle-ment,” which had been affected by a line 
break, into the word “settlement.” I have looked at The House Behind the Cedars to determine 
whether a word such as "window-blind" was purposefully intended to be hyphenated or if it had 
been affected by the line break (Rena Walden 26). I have not recorded hyphen-related changes in 
the footnotes as I have treated them all the same throughout the draft. Chesnutt's characters speak 
in dialect. To be clear, these deviations from standard language are not typos, but a carefully 
constructed dialect which I have left as is. I have treated typos, which are anomalous, differently. 
In places of misspellings perhaps due to a slip of the mind or hand, such as the word 
“condemned” being misspelled as “condemmed,” I corrected the word and made a footnote to 
document the change.  
In areas where words were unreadable as a result of the condition of the draft, I also used 
my best judgement to decipher the potential word and added it into the footnotes. For example, 
in a sentence that is describing “a pair of sparkling black” the word “eyes” is presumably 
missing. Based on the reproduction of the original I was working from, I was not able to come to 
a conclusion on my own. In this case, I reached out to Stephanie Browner who has examined the 
original itself for consultation. I was informed that the actual page is brittle and part of it has 
broken off, so the word is missing.  As Chesnutt is describing Rena’s face in this excerpt, I 
inferred that the word “eyes” must have originally appeared in the manuscript. I have noted my 
insertion of this no longer visible word in the footnotes.  
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 In places where the text is absolutely unclear, I used The House Behind the Cedars for 
guidance. For example, on page 25 of my transcription, it reads: "Frank, with a strange look of 
the head and trembling in every limb, sprang forward toward the prostrate figure." The word 
"prostrate" was faded and nearly indecipherable based on Chesnutt's handwriting. Due to the 
nature of handwritten text, it was extremely difficult to transcribe. However, I did not add any of 
my own words, but used Chesnutt’s words in The House Behind the Cedars to help me speculate 
about the intended words. I noticed that the exact same sentence was in The House Behind the 
Cedars and the word "prostrate" was supplied. I used this same method occasionally throughout 
the transcription when unclear of the meaning of a word; however, I referred to The House 
Behind the Cedars in only a handful of instances. As an editor, my overall goal has been to make 
"Rena Walden" as close as possible to Chesnutt's vision.   
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"Rena Walden" 
[Gap: the first page of the manuscript is missing] tenement.  From that point began the more 
respectable portion of the town, extending westward for more than a mile. On Mis' Molly's right, 
around the lower end of Front Street and adjacent to the river, lay the part of the town known as 
Campbellton, a straggling settlement of poor houses, occupied by colored people and some few 
of the poorest whites. The streets of Campbellton were overgrown with weeds and grass, the 
fences dilapidated; the open ditches, full of green-coated stagnant water, bred the frogs that made 
night vocal and the malaria that kept half the people alternately quaking with chills and burning 
with fever. From the brow of the river a row of decaying warehouses looked down the long red 
incline to the muddy current below, and told a tale of vanished prosperity -- of a time when 
railroads were unknown, and Patesville, the head of navigation on the Cape Clear river, had been 
the metropolis of central North Carolina.  
 But the immediate surroundings of Mis' Molly's house were more pleasing. Between the 
front piazza and the street stretched the flower-garden, one of the two things which, when I was a 
boy of ten or twelve, attracted me to Mis' Molly's. A border of cedars, closely set, ran round the 
edge of the enclosure and almost hid the house from the street. But within that magic space what 
a profusion of floral treasures! Clumps of fragrant shrubs; beds of verbenas, long borders of 
jonquils; pinks and carnations; lilies and roses - white roses, yellow roses, red roses; the long 
cone-shaped blossom of the magnolia, standing out in vivid whiteness against the emerald sheen 
of the broad leaves; -- these and a dozen other varieties of flowers united to make Mis' Molly's 
flower-garden a veritable bower of delight. People paused at the gate every day to look at the 
flowers. I was one of the fortunate few who enjoyed the right of free entry to this charmed 
enclosure, and the rare privilege of picking, with discrimination and in season, certain varieties 
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of flowers. Mis' Molly worked the garden herself, always wearing a big sunbonnet and a pair of 
cotton mits to save her complexion from the sun.  
 Though Mis' Molly lived in a big house on Front Street, kept a servant, and wore fine 
clothes, --- lived in fact like a lady -- few of those who admired her garden ever entered her gate. 
She belonged to an unpopular caste. A free colored woman, she was despised by the whites for 
her taint of negro blood, and envied by the blacks for her fairness of complexion and her material 
prosperity. If there were other reasons why Mis' Molly might have been looked down upon by 
the white people of Patesville, it is only history to say that her color, using the word in its correct 
sense, placed her outside the pale of society, which, giving her nothing, expected nothing of her, 
and therefore thought nothing of those things in her which would have condemned1 a white 
woman to social odium. She was a slender woman of medium height, with an olive complexion 
and regular features. Youth, and a pair of sparkling black eyes2, which had not yet lost all their 
brilliance3, had doubtless once made her face very attractive.  
 Mis' Molly's prosperity was easily accounted for. She owed it to a wealthy white man, -- 
an ex-member of congress, the owner of a large plantation some miles out in the country, and of 
numerous slaves. He had never married; it was said that a disappointment in love in early 
manhood had set him against matrimony. His connection with Molly began rather late in life, 
under circumstances that form no part of this story. He proved a good friend to her, as such 
connections went. They could not have lived together on any other terms, the law -- with a 
wisdom no doubt obvious to its makers -- having decreed that marriage between them would be 
dangerous to the integrity of society and must therefore be forbidden. It is not likely that Molly 
                                                
1 Originally spelled as "condemmed." I have changed it to the correct spelling.   
2 The word "eyes" is whited out in the document due to issues with scanning, but I have added it using my 
own best judgement based on the sentence.  
3 The word "brilliance" appears as "brillian" due to issues with scanning; I have used my own best 
judgement based on the sentence.  
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would have aspired to marriage with her protector even had she been entirely white, for her was 
on too high a pedestal. She accepted the favors he stooped to bestow, and was humbly grateful, 
and content to play Hagar to this Sarahless Abraham.  
 She was not without some vague conception of her false relation to society at large; but 
the moral point involved was confused with so many other questions growing out of slavery and 
caste as to cause her as a rule but little uneasiness. Her position was not uncommon enough to be 
for that reason uncomfortable, and it did not involve any loss of consideration among those of 
her own caste. She gained ease, irresponsibility, a shadow of affection, and hardly felt the loss of 
the little self-respect society left room for in one of her race. And only once or twice in her life, 
in such moments of deep feeling as sometimes come to all who live and love, there broke 
through the mists of ignorance and prejudice surrounding her and forming part of her and 
distorting all true views of life, a flash of light that revealed to her, as far as she was capable of 
seeing it, her own terrible speciousness -- her own sin and shame, which in the clear light of truth 
no special pleading could justify. For Molly was a free woman, and the mistress of her own 
person; she had not the slave's excuse. 
 But when I knew Mis' Molly and went to her house, her friend was only a memory. She 
did not bear his distinguished name, and neither did her children. He had been exempt from 
military duty in the Confederate army because of some physical infirmity -- heart disease 
perhaps -- and had remained at home during the war. His plantation lay right in the track of 
Sherman's march to the sea. A band of "bummers" attempted to loot the house. He resisted them, 
and was left with a bullet through his heart. He had been a bitter partisan; much of his wealth had 
gone to support the Southern cause. He died intestate, and a nephew succeeded to the estate. Mis' 
Molly talked of a will he had promised to make, of which her eldest son was to have been the 
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beneficiary. But the will was never found, at least was never offered for probate. She believed he 
had buried it, along with other valuables, on the approach of the invading army, though much 
secret searching in out-of-the-way places, much prodding of the earth with a sharp iron rod, 
failed to disclose any such document; it is more probable that he had never made it. 
 But his death had not left the family destitute. The house of Front Street had long stood in 
Mis' Molly's name, and a quantity of land in the neighborhood had been purchased and divided 
among the children.  There were five or six of them -- the boys tall, shapely fellows, some with 
the merest hint of Negro ancestry, some with no apparent trace of it: There was but one daughter.  
 I knew Mis' Molly in the years between 1866 and 1870. Her children's father had been 
dead several years, but she kept his memory green; she had no right to keep his grave so, and 
could not even render it this service by stealth, as colored people were not allowed to visit the 
white cemetery. Naturally fond of gay colors, she put on mourning for him, not of too obtrusive 
or sombre a black, for fear of criticism; for the advent of the preacher and the school-master, 
following close upon the heels of military occupation, had already begun to bear fruit among the 
colored people, and to establish new standards of life and character.  To her intimate friends, she 
often spoke of him, in a clandestine ease of way, and lamented the good old times before the 
war. After his death she formed the habit of church-going, and every Sunday morning occupied a 
retired corner of the gallery set aside for colored worshippers in the white Episcopal church. It 
was the church he had attended, and she knew that directly beneath her seat in the gallery was 
the pew he used to occupy. She would have preferred to sit in the other gallery, from which she 
could have seen the pew, but the rules of the church would not permit it; the other gallery was 
reserved for poor whites. She might have occupied a pew in the middle aisle of the first floor of a 
church where a Northern missionary preached to a colored congregation, and where she would 
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have heard sermons better adapted to her comprehension and her moral needs; but she preferred 
the other, foolishly perhaps, though naturally enough.  
 The most striking personal evidence of Mr. ____4 that remained about the house was the 
library -- the chief attraction that drew me to Mis' Molly's. The books were symmetrically 
arranged on a large walnut center-table in the "hall" or parlor. There was a volume of Fielding's 
works, in fine print; another of Bulwer's novels; Scott's novels and poems in four volumes; 
Tristram Shandy, Roderick Random, Don Quixote, the Adventures of Gil Blas,-- meat scarcely 
fit for babes, some of this; a volume of Shakespeare, one of Paradise Lost; a half dozen annuals, 
rich with the contributions of Fitz-Greene Halleck, N.P. Willis, and Mrs. Felicia Hemans; a 
bound volume of Godey's Lady's Book with colored fashion-plates; an illustrated Bible, with a 
wonderful Apocrypha, and in a separate volume a still more marvellous Apocryphal New 
Testament: this comprised the bulk of the collection, although I cannot honestly omit the 
Dairyman's Daughter and a History of North Carolina. A young and bookish lad, and not too 
closely looked after, I had scoured the neighborhood for reading matter, and had early discovered 
Mis' Molly's library. The books had long remained unread, as their appearance indicated; and if 
books have souls--and who can doubt it?--they must have thrilled when my eager, dirty hands let 
daylight once more between their long-closed covers and my real though immature appreciation 
restored them to active life, as the Prince's kiss waked the Sleeping Beauty.  Seated on Mis' 
Molly's front piazza, the sunlight tempered by the shadow of a mighty elm, the air heavy with 
languid perfumes, with the garden spread before me, a blaze of color on a background of green -- 
I followed the fortunes of Tom Jones and Sophia; I wept over the fate of Eugene Aram; I went 
with Richard Coeur de Lion into the tent of Saladin, with Gil Blas into the robber's cave. I lived 
in fairy land; and when I had read all the books -- I read them all over again.  
                                                
4 Chesnutt crosses out "Ferrebee" but leaves a line above his name, possibly signifying a blank space.  
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II.  
 
All of Mis' Molly's children but one had left the shelter of her roof, and gone out into the 
world. One went South, changed his name, and was lost to his people. One went West; another 
followed Sherman's army. The daughter, Rena, remained at home with her mother. Mr. Ferrebee 
had named her Rowena, after the heroine of Ivanhoe, but "Rena" was easier to say, and as 
"Rena" she lived and died and is remembered.  
Rena Walden, at seventeen, was a girl of medium height and size, in whose figure the 
angles of childhood had within a year or two, under the heat of a Southern sun and with the 
physical precocity of her mother's race, given place to the promising curves of young 
womanhood. Her hair was of a light, silky brown, straight, glossy and well-kept, for in North 
Carolina the texture of one's hair meant something, and Mis' Molly paid assiduous attention to 
her own and her daughter's. Rena's eyes were of a bluish gray, and clearer than is usual among 
people of mixed blood. Her face when in repose was almost transparently fair, but in moments of 
emotion would be suffused by a darker undertint that a white person's face would have taken on. 
Her features were a feminine counterpart of her father's, as a glance at the faded daguerreotype 
on Mis' Molly's bedroom mantel would have testified. With his features she had also received 
some of the other attributes of good blood: she was clear and direct in her speech and her 
manner, was not given to deceit or lying, carried herself with a dignity and reserve much in 
contrast with the bearing of most girls of her acquaintance, and was habitually neat.  She was not 
particularly bright, intellectually, and any inherited aptitudes for culture which she may have 
had, were in directions where they had no opportunity for development.  She had learned to read 
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and write in the colored schools, and that was about the extent of her literary training. Whatever 
may have been her intellectual capacity, in the narrow life of her people there was no outlook, 
there were no ambitions to quicken the growth of her mind. Fate is sometimes kindest when 
seemingly most cruel. If Rena had known too much, she could not have been happy. If with the 
fine analytic5 mind which modern culture is directed to producing, she could have recognized in 
herself the fruit of her father's sin, the badge of her mother's shame, at the same time a reproach, 
a warning, a threat to society, one of a class that existed only by sufferance and had no true place 
in the order of creation, it stands to reason that she would not have enjoyed life as much as would 
a healthy, untaught girl, conscious of good looks, and unconscious that she had any less right to 
live and be happy than if she had been born white. And if these things had been brought to her 
attention by some zealous lover of truth, she would probably have refused to believe them, but 
would have replied with shocking ignorance, that God made us all and she would not criticise his 
handiwork. 
 
III.  
 
 Right opposite Mis' Molly's back piazza, on the nameless street between Front and Back, 
stood Peter Fuller's cooper-shop, a low, rude building with a clapboarded roof, scarcely more 
than a shed to keep off the weather. It stood flush with the street. The open ditch in front, fed by 
a clear spring farther down the street, was spanned by a narrow foot-bridge leading to the door. 
Another door, at the end of the shop, opened into Peter's yard. On the other side of the yard, 
facing Front Street, stood his dwelling-house, a small frame building, neater and better built than 
                                                
5 Originally spelled as "alalytic." I have changed it to the correct spelling.   
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most houses in Campbellton, and surrounded by a whitewashed picket fence, just outside of 
which, opposite Mis Molly's garden, stood a row of mulberry trees.  
 There was a garden, too, behind the mulberries -- a straggling mixture of fruit and 
vegetables, quite in contrast with Mis' Molly's orderly parterre. Flowers of large size and bold 
coloring predominated -- sunflowers, hollyhocks, peonies -- were on familiar terms with 
collards, okra-plants, and growing corn. There was an arbor, too, with a scuppernong vine, and 
half a dozen horse-apple trees. Peter's wife allowed no weed or blade of grass to profane her 
garden by its presence. Herself a chattel until the war left her free, she cherished this little neat 
plat of land that she could own and control, far more than many a wealthy landowner values his 
wide-spreading acres. Others might worry about schools, and voting, and civil rights; to her the 
right to own instead of being owned was the essence and crown of freedom.  
 Peter was a Negro and a freedman. He had worked in the little shop almost as long as 
Mis' Molly had lived in the house over the way. A skilled mechanic, he had for many years 
before the war purchased his time from his master and carried on business on his own account, - 
a convenient arrangement, and advantageous to both; the master got larger hire from Peter than 
any one else would have paid, and Peter enjoyed some of the privileges and incentives of 
freedom. After the war he managed, by industry and thrift, to buy land on which his shop stood, 
with enough besides for a house and a garden. His wife ceased to cook for the white folks, and 
with her one child came to live with Peter in the now-found character of wife and housekeeper.  
 Their son Frank assisted his father in the cooper-shop. Picture to yourself the son, a 
young man, black, undersized and awkward, with a slight limp, the result of an accident in 
childhood. Add to such a figure a face of strongly marked African features; not, however, a 
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rollicking, merry face, with white eyes and glistening teeth, but a serious face, with thoughtful 
eyes. An honest, industrious fellow, her father's right hand in their little business. 
 The front windows of the cooper-shop overlooked Mis' Molly's back piazza and her 
family were so accustomed to the rat-a-tat-tat of the hammers and mallets that they minded it no 
more than the ticking of the clock on the mantel. When a child, Rena had often played in the 
shop. Once Frank had let slip the tool he was using, and the sharp steel had struck her arm and 
sent the red blood coursing along the white flesh and soaking the muslin sleeve. He had rolled up 
the sleeve and stanched the blood and dried her tears. He had watched her grow up to young 
womanhood in the years following the war, and had been sorry when she became too old to play 
about the shop. For Mis' Molly was careful of her daughter. Her love for Rena was the deepest 
feeling of her heart. While for herself she regretted the old days, she realized that they were over, 
and that society would not tolerate in freedom the things which the overshadowing iniquity of 
slavery had saved, by comparison, from disrepute. She knew that for her daughter honorable 
marriage was preferable to any other life. She was even ambitious that Rena should make a good 
match; she wanted her to marry a "smart" man, and a man of substance. Such men were not 
numerous among the colored people, but they did exist; and as Rena was young enough to wait, 
her mother discouraged the attentions of one or two young journeymen barbers with clean-
shaven faces and sweet-smelling hair, who had been attracted by Rena's charms.  
 "Frank", said Peter Fuller to his son one day, "w'at in de worlds de use 'n yo' wast'n' yo' 
time lookin' 'cross dere at dat gal? Dem m'latters don' keer nuth'n' fer black folks."  
Rena was sitting on the piazza, her feet resting on a step below. She had unfastened her 
hair, which fell in a thick curtain on her shoulders and down to the floor, and was drawing it 
lovingly by handfuls, through the wide teeth of a hand comb. Frank watched the play of the light 
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as it caught her tresses at different angles, and as the flowing sleeve of her gown fell back when 
she raised her arm, he imagined that he could see just above her wrist the white scar which his 
own clumsiness had caused so many years before. Somehow that scar seemed to establish a 
relationship between them. He had caused her to suffer, and he felt as though she had a claim on 
him, as though she had laid him under an obligation which it would be sweet to him to repay.  
When his father spoke, Frank withdrew his look from the window and took up a drawing-
knife. Soon a pile of long shavings began to grow under his feet.  
"Mis' Molly alluz treats us nice," he said, after a while. They were not a loquacious pair 
and sometimes spread a short conversation over a long space of time.  
"Yas, an' she treats her dog an' cat nice. But dat don' say she's gwinter let 'em marry her 
daughter." 
Frank fitted a head into the barrel and drove on a hoop. 
"I did n' say nuthin' 'bout marryin' her daughter," he replied, as he gave the barrel a deft 
whirl which sent it rolling over into a corner of the shop.  
"I know you did n', but w'at I got eyes fer? You'd go thoo de fier fer dat gal. But youer 
wast'n' yo' time, boy. Dat gal ain't gwineter marry no black nigger -- her mammy 'd see her dead 
fus'."  
"Is Jim McNeill comin' atter dem tuppentime bairls dis evenin'?" asked Frank. He had all 
along realized vaguely the things his father had stated, but to put them so bluntly was like hitting 
him with a club.  
"You better look fer some nice black gal," continued the father remorselessly, "w'at'all 
'preciate you, an' won' be 'shamed er you. Den yo chillen'll all be er one color, en ef dey ain't, 
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you'll know de reason why. You ought'er hab mo' sense 'n ter make a fool er yo'sef fo people w't 
fon' count you no mo d'n dirt under der feet."  
A customer came in and engaged Peter in a matter of business. Frank's keen drawing-
knife went on skillfully shaping the oaken barrel-staves, while from time to time he glanced 
across the way at Rena. 
The old man had read Frank's heart correctly. He had never spoken to her of love. His 
passion was of the fatuous kind that feeds on looks, and dreams, and vague imaginings. A man 
less diffident, less self-contained, would have declared himself, would have made use of the 
advantage of propinquity and old acquaintance to gain a hold on her affections. And who knows 
what success he might have had? Perhaps no true love, if known to its object, is entirely 
unrequited. He might have found Rena not altogether ignorant of his secret, for the eyes are 
sometimes quite as eloquent as the tongue. There was no legal obstacle to their union; there was 
nothing dangerous to society in the marriage of the Negro and the octoroon. She always smiled 
and nodded lightly whenever she saw him at the open window, and sometimes she came across 
the narrow street, and looked in the window, and talked. She had a rather good voice, entirely 
untrained, and was fond of singing when about her work. If Frank was driving on a hoop or 
engaged in some other noisy employment, he would stop, or work at something less noisy, until 
she finished. Mis' Molly used shavings to kindle her fires, and Frank was glad to carry them over 
to her once or twice a week, for it brought him nearer to Rena. There was no social intercourse 
between the two households; the one family was black, the other "light-complexioned." There 
was a sort of back-door intimacy between the women, but they never ate at one another's tables 
or sat in one another's best rooms. Old Mrs. Dickerson, the poor white woman who lived next 
door to Mis' Molly's and had nothing to do but watch her neighbors, used to say to herself:  
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"It's the beatin'es thing I ever seed, this prejudice 'mongst niggers. Its puffickly redic'lous. 
What diff'ence do it make ef one is black an' t'other yaller? They're all niggers." And then Mrs. 
Dickerson would hobble away to the poormaster for her weekly dole of bacon and corn meal, 
which Mis' Molly's taxes helped to pay for, and thank God that she was white, and above such 
absurd notions. For her part, she was no respecter of persons; niggers were niggers -- all tarred 
with the same stick. 
A few minutes later, a bright, new buggy, drawn by a sprightly bay mare, rattled briskly 
across the long wooden bridge over the Cape. Clear river, and came up Front Street at a lively 
canter, a very picture of animation. When the buggy reached the corner where Mis' Molly's 
house stood it turned to the left, toward Back Street. Mis' Molly was in the front part of the 
house, and hearing the sound of approaching wheels ran to the window and looked out. The 
buggy had gone by and she could only see the broad back and stout brown neck of the traveller.  
Rena looked up from the apples she was peeling on the back piazza to see a pair of eyes 
fixed upon her. The stranger drew rein a moment, looked as though he meant to address her, but 
hesitated, and crossed the foot-bridge, and spoke to Frank Fuller, who was working by the 
window of the cooper-shop. Rena could not hear what they said, but perceived from Frank's 
gestures that he was directing the stranger. The stout man resumed his seat in the buggy, threw 
another glance at Rena, jerked the reins and drove on toward Back Street. 
Mis' Molly came out on the piazza. She had been eagerly scanning the stranger through 
the blinds of a near window. "Well I jes' wonder who that kin be," she said, excitedly. "Rena, did 
you hear what he axed Frank? Well it's a pity yo' years wuz'n sharper. Run out an' see which way 
his buggy-tracks come befo' he turned off'n Front Street."  
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Rena ran out to the corner, and returning, reported that the buggy tracks came from the 
east. 
"It's jes' as I reckoned," said her mother. "He come f'om over de river. Looks lack one er 
them rich m'latters f'om down de country. I wonder who he is?"  
Meanwhile the buggy reached Back Street and turned to the right into that thoroughfare. 
In a few minutes it stopped in front of a low, unpainted frame house where lived Homer Pettifoot 
a brick-mason and planter, Mary B. his wife, and a numerous progeny. There was a dilapidated 
picket fence along the front of the yard, and a broken gate lying by the opening. On one side of 
the yard was a sprawling wood-pile, while on the other a few neglected flowers and plants 
struggled for existence. Three of four yellow children in various degrees of undress were playing 
about the yard. 
A yellow dog lying asleep on the piazza across the front door of the house walked up and 
began to bark noisily, but without getting up. A rather good-looking yellow woman, with frowzy 
hair, and wearing a faded calico frock unbuttoned at the throat, came to the door and hushed the 
dog aside with her foot.  
"Git out'r the road, Dash." 
She went out to the gate, and shielding her eyes from the sunlight with her hands, looked 
inquiringly at the stranger, who sat with a broad smile on his face, evidently enjoying her 
mystification. 
"Good mawnin' Mis' Pettifoot I reckon you dunno who I is, does yer?" he exclaimed.  
"You got de advantage er me", she answered, "an yet yo' face min's me er somebody I 
knows, er use' ter know." 
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The stranger held his sides and laughed. "Ha, ha, ha! but dat jes' do beat all! How's Aun 
Dasdy, an Cousin Homer?" 
A light broke over the woman's face. "Laws-a-massy!" she screamed delightedly, "ef 't 
ain't Cousin Wash f'm Sampson. Homer," she called, "come here quick! Child'en, run here an' 
see yo' Cousin Wash!" 
The stranger alighted from the buggy and gave the young woman a hearty hug and a 
sounding smack on the lips. The children came up slowly and hung behind their mother, clinging 
to her skirt. She pulled them forward one by one.  
 "This is Gawge Washin'ton, an' this is Henry Clay, an' this is William Henry, an' this is 
Ander Jackson, an' this is Liza Jane," said the mother. 
 The new cousin patted the boys on the head, kissed the little girl, and gave each of them a 
penny. 
 "An' this," added the woman, as a tall, side-whiskered, lean, mulatto, his clothes white 
with lime, came round the corner of the house, "this is my husban' Homer, this is my cousin 
Wash, come up f'um Sampson County ter see us. Don't he favor Granny?" 
 "Mos' 'stonishin' likeness I ever seed," said Homer, as he grasped the stranger's hand and 
shook it vigorously.  
 Homer took charge of the horse. Mary B. led the visitor into the house, and learning that 
he had not eaten for several hours, soon had ready for him a substantial meal of bacon, fried eggs 
and hot corn pone.  
The visit of Mr. Washington Wain to Patesville made quite a commotion in colored 
circles. Towards evening of the day of his arrival Mary B. took him around to call on her 
intimate friends, among whom was Mis' Molly. During the visit Mis' Molly, who was burning 
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with curiosity to know more about him, sent Rena to show him the flower-garden. While they 
were gone she questioned Mary B., and received a glowing account of his position and prospects.  
 "Yo' gyahden, Mis' Walden," observed Mr. Wain enthusiastically, as they came in, "is 
puffickly splendif'ous. I don' know er ary gyahden w'at kin come anywhere nigh it, 'cep'n its my 
own gyahden down in Sampson -- ef I does hafter say it myse'f. You cert'n'y is got a fine 
gyahden."  
 "You mus' call again," said Mis' Molly, when May B and her cousins went away, "we'll 
alway be glad to see yer as long as yer in town."  
 "Thank'y', Mis' Walden, thank'y', I'll come often. I shall be here for a week anyhow." 
 "Rena, honey," said Mis' Molly, as soon as Mary B. and Wain were out of hearing, "how 
do you lack 'im?" 
 "I lack 'im right well," replied the girl with minimal animation. "He talked a lot 
o'foolishness." 
 "May B. tole me all about 'im," continued Mis' Molly. "He drove to town in a fine hoss 'n' 
buggy; an' did yer see his clo's! I ain' seed no sech clo's" -- here her voice softened, and she gave 
a reminiscent sigh -- "sence Mr. Ferrebee wuz killed. He owns a big plantation down in 
Sampson, and raises a heap er coton an' corn. An' he's be'n ter de legislatur' an' is a Hon'able -- 
Hon'able Wash'nton Wain! Don't that soun' gran'! Yo' pappy wuz a Hon'able." 
 "It mus' be fine ter be a' Hon'able," said Rena. "Mr. Wain is a mighty perlite man." 
 "Did yer notice how he looked at you, Rena, an' w'at he said about you? You better set 
yer cap fer' im. You mought be Mis' Hon'able Wain -- Mis' Honable Wash'n'ton Wain! My! 
Wouldn' dat make dese niggers an' mullatters open dey eyes!" 
 "I don' know 'im well ernuff yet ter know whether I want 'im," said Rena, "an' besides, I  
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[Missing page 20] 
 
Mis' Molly had judged correctly when she thought that Wain had been strongly 
impressed by Rena's young beauty. When he went away he was unusually silent and thoughtful 
for a little while until Mary B. began to rally him about the girl.  
 "Well, Cousin Wash what do you think about Rena? Is she as fine a gal as I said she 
was?" *6 
 
 IV.  
 
 The party once decided upon, preparations were begun immediately. Mr. Wain's visit was 
of uncertain duration, and the party was fixed for the following Friday night, three days off.  
 "We're gwineter open de big blade, Rena. You mus' have a new frock," said Mis' Molly. 
 It was Rena's dearest wish. She had seen a piece of blue silk in a store window the week 
before, and had wished for it.  
 "I'll go right up town an' see ef its there yet," said her mother, "an' then we'll see ef we 
can't git Lucindy Creel ter make it." 
 The cloth was bought and Lucindy Creel, a white dressmaker, on the ragged edge of 
respectability, condescended to make the dress; she did not often work for colored people. It was 
only cheap, sleazy stuff, but it fitted well. When Rena tried it on the last time the dressmaker 
paid her the compliment most highly esteemed by the bright mulattos of Patesville: 
                                                
6 There is an asterisk placed here on the manuscript although I am unsure of its purpose.  
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 "Well, I jes' declare, Rena, you don't look a bit like a nigger. Nobody would n' b'lieve it 
ef they did n' know it."  
 The supper was next in order. Aunt Charity Lomax, a famous cook, just at that time 
unemployed, was hired to superintend the kitchen. There was boiled ham, boned turkey, and 
fried chicken; pound-cakes, jelly-cakes, sponge-cakes. A half gallon of the best French brandy 
and six dozen of fresh eggs were carefully locked in a cupboard for the eggnog. The supper was 
prepared so that it could be handed round, the dining-room being too small to seat the guests. 
 The invitations were made by sending a boy around with a list of names. There were no 
black people among the invited guests. 
 "Mammy," suggested Rena, after list had been returned, "there'll be room fer two er three 
more. Don't you think we might invite Frank?" 
 "Why Rena, I'm s'prised at you! Youer enti'ely too levelin' in yo' notions. You know I 
would n' have no kinky-headed little nigger sett'n' up in my hall. Of co'se", she added, half 
apologetically, "he can't he'p his color, but de rest er de folks would'n' lack it, an' we got ter 
please our comp'ny. You kin ax 'im ter come over an' set on de piazzer an' have some cake an' 
eggnogg, but not ter jine in de dancin'. Fer Frank is 'commodat'n' 'bout de shavin's an', mendin' 
de well-bucket, an' I think we oughter reco'nize it w'en we git a chance lack dis." 
 But Rena, with a finer instinct, declined to give Frank any such invitation. Mis' Molly, 
however, went across to the shop late in the afternoon and spoke to him through the window.  
 "We're gwine ter have a little party fer de young folks ternight, Frank." she said with an 
air of friendly patronage, "an' I wuz thinkin' may be you'd lack ter come over on de piazzer an' 
look at 'em dance, an' have a glass er eggnog." 
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 Frank understood the invitation -- it was explicit enough, for that matter -- and was 
keenly alive to the slight. But would it not bring him nearer Rena? Would he not see her in her 
low-necked dress, with her hair curled, looked her prettiest? And would she not come out and 
speak to him?  
 "Thank y', Mis' Molly, I'll be sho' ter be dere." 
 Mis' Molly went back across the street, her conscience glowing with approval of a good 
deed performed, while Frank drove a hoop on the barrel he was making, and wondered 
somewhat sadly why God had not made everyone of the same color.  
 The appointed evening arrived. By eight o'clock the company was assembled and the 
party began. The house had been thoroughly cleaned and the garden robbed of its choicest 
treasures to decorate it. A bald-headed Negro, the only black man present, occupied a chair in 
one corner, and extracted melody from a fiddle to the sound of which a whole generation of the 
best people of Patesville had danced and made merry. Uncle Needham seldom played for colored 
gatherings, but made an exception in Mis' Molly's case; true, she was not white, but she was not 
far from it; if she was not the rose, she had at least been near the rose.  
 The company were all mulattoes -- all mixed-blooded people were mulattoes in North 
Carolina. There were dark mulattoes and bright mulattoes. Mis' Molly's guests were of the bright 
class, none of them less than half white, and most of them still fairer of tint. The only thing 
which, in Mis' Molly's circle, could excuse even a brown complexion, was straight hair. Many of 
the guests would not have been distinguishable, casually, from white people. Others bore 
unmistakable traces of Indian ancestry; for Cherokee and Tuscara was blood was quite widely 
diffused among the free negroes of North Carolina. Very few of those present had ever been 
slaves; the free colored people of Patesville had been numerous enough before the war to have 
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their own "society", and human enough to despise those who did not possess their own 
advantages, and they still looked down upon those who had once been in bondage.  
 Rena was the belle of the evening. Her hair was curled in long ringlets, and fastened back 
with a blue ribbon. A string of coral beads encircled her throat, and a pretty pair of earrings 
twinkled in her ears. The blue silk dress was cut so as to display her graceful neck and well-
rounded arms. Rena was certainly the prettiest colored girl in Patesville; and the excitement of 
the occasion, the consciousness that she was looking well and that Wain admired her, combined 
to make this the happiest evening of Rena's life. It was all joy, all harmony, all delight. 
 But to the rest of the company, most of the interest centered around Mr. Wain, the guest 
of the evening. When most of the guests had arrived Mis' Molly whispered to Uncle Needham 
who tapped his violin sharply with the bow.  
 "Ladies an' gent'emens, take yo pa'adners fer a Fuhginny reel!"  
 Wain was a light-brown man of about thirty, with straight hair and fairly regular features. 
His cousin Mary B. boasted that he had once passed for white during a visit to South Carolina. 
He wore a coat and trousers of broadcloth. A heavy, glittering chain spanned the spacious front 
of his white waistcoat; and a red rose adorned his buttonhole. His boots were considerably run 
down at the heel; but this defect was trivial, and passed unnoticed in the general grandeur of his 
attire. His face was pleasant enough at first sight, but on close inspection there was a highness of 
cheek-bone, a slight drooping of the full lower lip, a shiftiness of eye, which were not reassuring, 
and which might have suggested to a thoughtful person selfishness, inconstancy, shallowness. 
But whatever the latent defects of Wain's character may have been, it is certain that for this 
occasion he was a model of genial good-nature. *7 
 "Miss Rena, kin I have de honah?  
                                                
7 There is an asterisk placed here on the manuscript although I am unsure of its purpose.  
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 Wain laid his hand on his heart and stood before her in an attitude of smiling expectancy. 
She gave him her hand, and they took their places at the head of the set. The remaining couples 
were speedily made up. Mary B. Pettifoot, yellow, buxom, thirty, her white and even teeth 
glistening behind her full red lips, stood opposite Bill Oxendine, a funny little tailor, a great 
gossip, and therefore a great favorite among the women. Mis' Molly graciously consented to join 
in the first dance, and stood up opposite Homer Pettifoot, Mary B.'s middle-aged, bald-headed 
husband, a tall mulatto with a slight stoop, and full, dreamy grey eyes -- the man of infinite 
imagination and a large store of anecdote. Two other couples completed the set. The perfumed 
air from the garden came in at the open door and windows and mingled with the scent of the 
roses on the sideboard; even the alien odors of musk and hair oil could not overpower the 
fragrance of the flower.  
 The music began with a long wailing stroke, followed by a succession of quick sharp 
notes speedily developing into the rhythm of the dance. The feet of the dancers moved in time to 
the measure.  
 "Fus' couple down de middle!" 
 "Mr. Wain extended his hand to Rena with exaggerated courtesy, and proudly went to the 
foot and back again. There was a play of sparkling eyes and glancing feet. Wain performed 
saltatory prodigies. With what dignity he advanced to meet his changing partners in the dance, 
with what grace he danced back to back! He introduced variations hitherto unknown to the dance 
and his skill and suppleness brought a glow of admiration into the eyes of the women, while a 
gloomy cloud of jealousy soon overspread the faces of the younger men. 
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 Frank Fuller stood on the back piazza and looked through the window-blind at Rena. She 
was by far the most graceful dancer. She moved through the simple measure with a quiet ease, an 
unconscious dignity and poise in marked contrast to her partner's exuberant energy.  
 The last dance ended, and the music ceased. The dancers, laughing, panting, perspiring, 
with fans in hand sought seats, some in the room, some on the broad front piazza, while others 
strolled out into the garden. The conversation was animated. Homer Pettifoot related a wonderful 
hunting story, followed by a murmur of incredulity; but the sonorous voice of Mr. Wain on the 
other side of the room cut short Homer's protestations. 
 "I wuz a member of the fus' legislatur after the wah," he was saying. "When I went up 
f'um Sampson in the Fall, I had to pass th'oo Hillsboro. I got in town in the afternoon, an' put up 
at the bes' hotel. The lan'lord did n't have no s'picion but what I wuz a white man, an' he gimme a 
room, an' I had supper an' breakfus' an' went on ter Rolly nex' mornin'. W'en de session wuz 
over, I come along back, an' w'en I got ter Hillsboro I driv up to the same hotel. I noticed, soon 
as I got there, dat de place had run down some -- there wuz weeds growin' in de yard, de winders 
wuz dirty, an' things looked kinder lonesome. De lan'lord met me at de do'. He looked mighty 
down in de mouf', 'an' seeze:-- 
 "Look a'here, w'at made yer come an' put up at my place widout tellin' me yer wuz a 
nigger? Befo' yer come th'oo dis town I had a fus'-class business. But w'en folks found out dat a 
nigger had put up here, business drapped right off, an' I've had ter shet up my hotel. Yer orter be 
'shamed er yerse'f fer ruinin' a po' man w'at had n' done nuthin' ter you. Ye've done a mean, low-
lived thing, an' a jes' God 'll punish yer fer it.  
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 "De po' man axshilly bu'st inter tears," continued Mr. War, "an' I felt so sorry fer 'im - he 
wuz a po' white man tryin' ter git up in de worl' - that I hauled out my p'uss an' gin 'im ten 
dollars, an' he 'peared monst'ous glad ter git it." 
 "How good-hearted! How kin'!" murmured the ladies. 
 "Don't believe a word of it! Muttered one young man to another sarcastically. "He could 
n' pass fer white, less'n it wuz a mighty dark night."  
"Cousin Wash use ter be a mighty fine jig-dancer. Cousin Wash," said Mary B., "won't 
you give us a jig?" 
 "Yes, a jig!" cried the the company. "Mr. Wain's gwine ter give us a jig." 
 Uncle Needham struck up a lively air. Mr. Wain eclipsed all his former efforts. At each 
difficult feat of agility the ladies clapped their hands, and even the men joined heartily in 
applause.  
 Then followed quadrilles, in one of which Wain was again Rena's partner. Their place 
was near the window through which Frank was looking.  
 "Miss Rena," said her partner, with an ardent glance, during one of the rests in the dance, 
"do you know youer lookin' mighty sweet ter-night?" 
 She flushed with pleasure. "Youer flatt'rin' me, Mr. Wain. Don't yer think Ma'y B.'s a 
good dancer?" 
 "Yas, Miss Rena, a mighty good dancer -- but not as good as you is," he added 
impressively. 
 Frank turned away and walked to the fence, and leaning with his back against it looked 
up at the dark-blue depths of the Autumn sky. How softly shone the stars! How peaceful was the 
night! But it did not bring him peace of mind. He had no doubt of the newcomer's intentions, 
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which he had divined with a jealous lover's clairvoyance. He did not like his face nor his manner. 
He went back to the window again and watched him still more closely, and the longer he looked 
at him the less he liked him. To his fancy, Wain's style and skill were mere affectation, his good-
nature hypocrisy, and his glance at Rena the eye of the hawk upon his quarry.  
 But no unquiet thought disturbed Mis' Molly. She took all of a woman's delight in the 
success of her party, and was full of exultation at Mr. Wain's marked attentions to Rena. At the 
end of a wild quadrille she announced supper: 
 "Sed-down, folkses, an' git ready fer sump'n' ter eat." 
 "An' sump'n' ter drink, too, I hopes, Aun' Molly," piped Billy Oxendine in his effeminate 
voice; "sump'n' ter cool us off, fer dancin's warm wuk." 
 "Of co'se Mis' Walden is temp'ance?" suggested Mr. Wain with grave irony, as the aroma 
of the eggnog stole into the hall. 
 "Temp'ance is as temp'ance does," observed Homer Pettifoot sagely. But this remark 
which he looked upon as replete with the possibilities of explanation and argument, fell flat as 
Aunt Charity appeared at the back door with a great dish of fried chicken. Soon followed the 
ham, then sliced sweet potatoes fried crisp, and last of all the cake and eggnog. Mis' Molly had 
been pleased at Mr. Wain's devotion to her daughter, and she exerted herself to supply the guests 
abundantly.  
Frank had turned away from the window when the music ceased, and was sitting in a 
dark corner of the piazza, a prey to sadness. He did not care for any one inside, except Rena; he 
could have borne the little burden of their scorn quite easily if he could have known that Rena 
even thought of him. But what chance did he have beside the brilliant stranger from down the 
country. No, it was all nonsense for him to think of her. He would go away. There was a band of 
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Negroes going to Georgia next morning to work in turpentine; coopers could command good 
wages down there; he would go with them. 
 "Frank," said a soft voice. 
 He looked up and saw Rena peering intently at him, as if trying to distinguish his features 
in the darkness. A vision of light-blue silk, white arms, and waving curls. 
 "Good evenin', Miss Rena. Yo' Ma said I could come over an' see you-all dance. Youer 
lookin' mighty sweet ter-night." 
 "I'm glad you think so, Frank," she said simply. There was no note of embarrassment in 
her voice, nothing to indicate that her heart beat quicker, as it had a few minutes before at the 
same compliment from Mr. Wain. "I've brung you some eggnog, an' a slice of cake -- I know 
you'll like it, Frank, fer I baked it myself."  
 "Thanky', Miss Rena." 
 She flitted back to her chair beside Mr. Wain. Frank drank the eggnog, and carefully 
wrapped the cake in his handkerchief. Her hands had made it; it was too precious to eat, at least 
so soon. Presently, he left the piazza, and walked across the street. He had worked all day, and it 
was now late at night. He went to bed, and danced all night in his dreams, with Rena for his 
partner, her hand on his arm, her eyes sparkling into his, her curls now and then striking his face 
as they whirled around, and the discomfited suitor from down the country peering jealously in 
through the window-blind. O happy land of dreams! Within thy free borders the meanest, leanest 
cur may have his fill of caresses and of butcher's meat.  
 
V. 
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 About ten o'clock next morning Wain drove up to Mis' Molly's side gate and hitched his 
horse to the fence. Mis' Molly was seated on the piazza; she rose as he entered the gate, and 
stood waiting until he came up. 
 "Mornin', Mr. Wain, she said dropping him an old-fashioned curtsey. Her welcoming 
smile became almost a giggle of delight.  
 "Good mornin', Mis' Walden." He touched his hat with quite unconscious awkwardness. 
"I hope I sees you well this mornin?" 
 "Thanky, Middlin' well. I hope you enjoyed yo'se'f at this party las' night." 
 "Mighty well, Mis' Walden, mighty well; I might even say mons'tus well; fac', I never 
enjoyed myse'f better in my life." 
 "Is yo' nag a pacer er a trotter?" inquired Mis' Molly, looking over the low fence at Mr. 
Wain's very pretty horse. 
 "Dat mere," said Mrs. Wain, with solemnity, "it a pacer an' a trotter. She tuck the 
sweepstakes at the Sampson County fair las' Fall, an' was sol' fer three hun'ded dollars a week 
later. Dat buggy cost a hun'ded an' seventy-five dollars." 
 "You cert'ny is got a fine turnout," said Mis' Molly. 
 "I called dis mornin'", continued Mr. Wain, persuasively, "to see ef you' charmin' 
daughter, Miss Rena, would honah me by takin' a ride behin' dat mare." 
 "I'm sho', Mr. Wain, she'll be tickled mos' ter death ter go. Rena," she exclaimed, raising 
her voice, "here's Mr. Wain."  
 Rena answered from within, and made her appearance a few minutes later. Her eyes were 
heavy and her movements languid.  
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 "I reck'n you ain't use er sett'n' up so late, Miss Rena," said Wain, jocosely. A ride behin' 
dat mare' wake de dead." 
 "Law, you skeer me, Mr. Wain!" 
 "Never you min', Miss Rena, I'm gwine ter drive dis mare, an' yer needn' be skeered er 
nary hosss in Noth Ca'lina when I'm a drivin'."  
 She was soon ready, and he lifted her into the buggy. 
 "Take keer er my gal, Mr. Wain," said Mis' Molly with mock solicitude, as they drove 
away. "She's all I got, an' I would n' lose her fer all de riches er Solomon."  
 "I'll take keer er her, Mis' Walden. But I can't promus' dat yer won't lose her sometime. 
De sooner it is, de better, somebody ? like it."  
 At this Mis' Molly laughed and Rena blushed. 
 They drove up Front Street. As the buggy went through the town, Wain's time was 
chiefly occupied in apparent efforts to curb the mare's speed. The check rein was drawn very 
tight. 
 "Dis town," said Mr. Wain, "min's me er Clinton. You know I don't live far f'um 
Clinton." This was a mere village the county seat of Sampson County. "Of co'se dis town is a 
little bigger'n Clinton, but de sidewalks is paved with bircks and de houses is built pretty much 
de same way. But we kin beat Patesville on one p'int; there's mo' trees in Clinton than there is 
here." 
 They were crossing a bridge over one of the several creeks that wind through the town. 
"Have you got as many creeks in Clinton as we have?" asked Rena. 
 "No, there's only one creek in Clinton, but it's a big creek -- bigger'n any two creeks 
here." 
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 They drove by Billy Oxendine's tailor shop. Billy came to the door, and waved his hand 
to them. Rena answered with a nod, and Mr. Wain acknowledged the salutation with a low bow 
and an ample sweep of one gauntleted hand, while with the other he reined in the mare so as to 
make her prance spiritedly. Then with a cut of the whip they were off again, past the post office, 
past the market house. 
 They drove up Front Street for a mile farther to the hill known as Haymount, the ultra-
aristocratic portion of the town. Behind tall iron fences rose the facades of stately frame houses, 
with Ionic porches, or the mellow red walls of roomy brick dwellings, overgrown with ivy, 
honeysuckle or Virginia creeper. Some of the houses were dilapidated, and the grounds 
neglected, for the blight of a four years' war was still on them.  
 They drove through the cool roads of this wooded eminence. From one point there was a 
view of the town; far away beneath them it stretched to the faint red line that marked the high 
bluff east bank of the river on the other side of the town. The clock-tower on the market-house 
and the slender spires of half a dozen churches were outlined against the green perspective. 
 "Oh, ain't that pretty," said Rena. 
 "Well, yas, Miss Rena," said her companion judicially, "it is a ruther pretty outlook. My 
place in Sampson stan's on a hill dat min's me very much er this one." 
 "Have yer got a nice place?" 
 "O Miss Rena! You jes' ough'ter see my plantation. I've got two hund'ed acres er de bes' 
lan' in Sampson Country. Las' year I raised twenty bales er cotton. I keeps fo' niggers hi'ed all de 
time, an' I rents ter others on sheers. An' you jes' orter see my house, Miss Rena, an' my cows, an' 
hogs an' mules. I'm a gittin' 'long nice, Miss Rena, an' I only needs one thing mo'." 
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 "I believe I kin see our house from here," said Rena; "look there behind that bunch of 
trees." 
 "You got sharp eyes, Miss Rena; but, as I wuz sayin; they ain' but one thing mo' I needs. 
Kin you guess what it is, Miss Rena?" He spoke with insinuating softness. 
 "I dunno, Mr. Wain, less'n' it's a -- another hoss", she replied, reddening in the effort to 
look unconscious. Her face was as transparent as glass, and every passing emotion was visible 
there; and the field of courtship was an untried one, and full of new emotions. 
 "No, Miss Rena, it ain't a hoss -- it's a wife; that's de one thing I needs. Do yer reckon," 
he added, "do yer reckon I could ketch one er them pretty gals I seed at de party las' night?" 
 Rena bridled and giggled. "I reckon yer mought, ef yer wuz'n' too partic'ler." 
 "But I is partic'ler, Miss Rena. They ain't but one kind er gal I want. You kin see fer 
yo'se'f, Miss Rena, that I ain't the kind er man ter put up with anything but the bes'. The kind er 
gal I want mus' be, fu'st of all, a bright mulatter, ez white ez any mulatter kin be -- ez white ez 
you is. She mus' have light hair -- I'd ruther she'd wear it curled -- jes' like yo'n; she mus' be 'bout 
five feet fo' inches high, slim-waisted, an' with little han's an' feet. Fac', Miss Rena," said he, 
seizing her hand, "I wants a wife jes' exactly like you. Miss Rena, will you take me an' all I has -- 
my hoss an' buggy, my house, my plantation fer yo' own?" 
 "O Mr. Wain!" cried Rena in mingled happiness and distress.  
 "I fell in love wid yer when I fus' seed yer, Rena -- kin I call yer Rena? I love de very 
groun' yer walk on. Do say yer'll have me", he pleaded. "Yer shall have a nigger gal ter wait on 
yer, nothin' ter do but look sweet, an' the best' husban' in Sampson." 
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 This was rapid wooing. Rena could have wished for a little more time to find out whether 
she loved him. But the momentous question had been put. The match was a brilliant one from 
her world's point of view; it was her mother's wish; it was her fate.  
 "Yer mus' ax mammy", she said blushing furiously, and looking away from him. He 
looked around; there was no one in sight, and when he put his arm around her she did not pull 
away so soon but what he had kissed her on the lips. 
 They spoke little during the homeward drive, and only of people and things that they 
passed. When they drove up to the side gate, the most convenient entrance to the yard, Rena 
sprang down from the buggy before Wain could alight to assist her. She stood inside the gate a 
moment, hesitatingly. 
 "Won't yer come in?" she said at length, turning her glowing face toward him for an 
instant. Then she ran into the house, and came in violent contact with her mother as she came to 
the door. 
 "Laws-a-massy, Rena! w'at's de matter with yer, a-rushin' in de house an' 'most knockin' 
people down, an' leavin' Mr. Wain dat-a-way?" 
 "You can talk ter Mr. Wain yerse'f, ef yer wanter", said Rena. She ran into her own room 
and shut the door, and Mis' Molly went out on the piazza. 
 Wain fastened his horse, came in, and proceeded straight to the point. "Mis' Walden, kin I 
have yo' daughter?" 
 "Why, law, Mr. Wain, yer jes' take my breath away! You menfolks is so sudd'n an' 
reckless. I dunno ef she's willin' er no." 
 "She's willin', Mis' Walden; she tole me ter ax you." 
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 Mis' Molly was pleased; but with the success of her plans there came a sudden sense of 
the importance and gravity of the step. "Mr. Wain", she said with unwonted seriousness, "my gal 
has be'n well raise'. She's all I got lef'. She ain' never be'n useter hard work, an' has never wanted 
fer nuth'n'. Ef I could jes' be sho' --- 
 "Mis' Walden, yo' daughter'll be treated as fine as ary lady in Sampson County. She sh'll 
never scratch her th'oat wid co'nbread less'n she wants ter do so. W'at I has sh'll be her'n, an' 
she'll be well off, Mis' Walden." 
 A tear glistened in Mis' Molly's eye. "An' I hope you'll love her," she said, with a tremor 
in her voice, "an' 'member she's only a young gal yit, an' let her come an' see her mammy." 
 "Oh yas'm, yas'm," he replied with emphasis, "I'll bring her up any time she wants ter 
come. She'll have only ter say de word." 
 Wain pleaded urgent business which would require his speedy return home, and 
requested that the wedding be set for an early date. He wanted to start for Sampson in two days, 
but Mis' Molly insisted on four at least, in which to make preparations for the wedding. Rena 
would have put off the event to a later date. She thought she was in love, but it was too new a 
thing for her to be altogether certain of it. Mr. Wain was very kind, very attentive, evidently very 
much in earnest. And while there was for her a strong physical attraction in the fine-looking man 
who preferred her and praised her, yet once or twice she had felt a vague distrust of this facile 
stranger. But she could not distinguish his glitter from gold, and if she heeded the thought at all, 
considered it as one of the phenomena of courtship and therefore a matter of course.  
 She could not sleep that night. It seemed to her, as she lay awake, that to leave her mother 
was to go groping in the dark, and she was filled with a horror of loneliness. She got up and went 
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to her mother's bed, and leaning over the side of the high, old-fashioned four-poster, she put her 
arms around her mother's neck and began to cry.  
 "I don't want ter leave you, mammy," she sobbed, "an' go with that man. I won't marry 
'im." 
 "Hush, honey," replied her mother soothingly. "All gals hafter leave they mammies some 
time er 'nuther. I cried w'en I lef' my mammy -- an' I had sump'n' ter cry fer, ef' I had jes' knowed 
it. Be thankful, chile, that yer've got a husban' ter take keer er yer, an' give his name ter yo' 
chill'n." And then in a sudden access of tenderness she drew the girl to her and kissed her 
somewhat constrainedly, for she was not given to effusive demonstrations of affection.  
 The marriage took place at the house on Thursday night. Rena wore the blue silk party 
dress, with some alterations made by Lucindy Creel's skillful fingers. The guests were numerous, 
the fun was great, the jokes were broad. Frank was invited over to witness the ceremony, but did 
not go; but neither had he made up his mind to go to Georgia. 
 About nine next morning, the mare was harnessed up, the bride's one yellow trunk was 
strapped behind the buggy, and Rena started for her new home, amid a shower of good wishes 
and old shoes from her admiring friends and relations. She bore up bravely at the parting with 
her mother. They stood a little apart, wrapped in a close embrace. 
 "Good-bye, mammy," she said with quivering lip. 
 "Good-bye, honey. God bless yer! Come an' see yo' mammy soon."  
 One kiss more, and Rena was lifted into the buggy. Wain seized the reins. 
 "Good-bye ter Patesville, good-bye all!" he cried. 
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 "Good-bye all, good-bye mammy!" cried Rena; and with tears in her heart and a brave 
smile on her face she left her home behind her. When the friends were gone, Mis' Molly locked 
up the house and was seen no more till noon. 
 About a mile from town the travelers came to a long stretch of rising ground where the 
road, climbing over a white sandhill, was visible from one point for nearly a mile. Neither Rena 
nor her husband saw Frank Fuller standing behind the big chinquapin bush at the foot of the hill, 
nor the gaze of mute despair with which he watched the climb the long hill together.  
 
 
VI. 
 
 Rena, careless observer as she was, could not have failed to notice that her husband, from 
the time the marriage ceremony was performed, ceased to talk about his wealth. As they drove 
along the sandy road between the tall ranks of whispering pines, Rena ventured to ask him what 
his house was like. 8 
 "Well," he said slowly, "it ain't exactly what yer'd call a showy house; but it's a good 
house; it's a substantial house. It ain't a house de fus' good, strong win' would blow down." 
 "How many rooms air they?" asked Rena.  
 "R'ally," he said a little slowly, looking at her with a sidelong glance, "I don't know as 
you townfolks would 'low it wuz a roomy house; dat is ter say, it ain't got many rooms. Dere's 
two rooms an' a kitch'n. But dey 're big rooms; oh, yas, dey're big rooms. Dere's plenty room fer 
one mo'." 
                                                
8 This paragraph has been crossed out of the original transcription but added here for clarity. 
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 Rena felt just a hunt of alarm. "Who's be'n takin' keer er the house w'ile you've be'n 
away?" she inquired. 
 "Oh," he answered, "there's mammy, she keeps house fer me an' takes keer er de child'n." 
 "What child'n?" 
 "My two child'n, Gin'l grant an' Ab'm Lincoln." 
 "An' you've be'n married befo'?" cried Rena, with thoughts unspeakable. 
 "Why, yas," he said. "Why, law! did n't yer know dat? I thought I had tol' yer. I los' my 
fus' wife 'bout a year ago."  
 "No, you did n't tell me, an' I never knowed it." Her heart was beating furiously. She said 
nothing further, but realized with startling clearness that it might have been well to inquire a little 
closer into her husband's antecedents before she had jumped into matrimony. 
 "An' den my sister Lucy is stoppin' wid me fer a while; but she'll be gone befo' long." 
 "Has she got any child'n?" 
 "Yas, fo'; two of 'em is grown gals, de yuthers younger." 
 They both relapsed into silence, while a troubled look came into Rena's eyes as she 
pondered with dismay on the prospect of living in two rooms with four strange women.  
 Presently her husband broke the silence. 
 "S'pos'n I wuz'n ez well off ez yer thought I wuz; it would make no difference to you, 
would it? You did n' marry me fer my money, did yer?" His voice was conciliatory, and 
somewhat anxious. 
 "Oh, no, cert'nly not," she protested vehemently. Her husband threw a quick glance at 
her, but her eyes avoided his, and the tell tale flush that came so quickly at his suggestion was 
not reassuring. But her spirits soon recovered from their slight dismay. After all, if his house was 
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not large, she would be first in it; if he had belonged to another person, he was her hers now; if 
he had not been quite sincere, at the worst it was because he loved her so and feared that too 
great frankness might have spooked his chances of winning her affections or securing her 
mother's consent.  
 Toward evening, as they were climbing a long, sandy slope her husband said:- 
 "My house is jes' over de hill, de fus' one in sight." 
 Rena waited impatiently, and almost stood up in her seat as the buggy drew near the top 
of the eminence. When at least the view was closer, there was no house in sight except a log 
cabin with a rickety rail fence in front of it. An old Negro woman sat in the doorway absorbed in 
a close inspection of a child's head. A skinny mule with a sore back was eating weeds in the front 
yard. A general air of shiftlessness and squalor pervaded the place.  
 "Where is yo' house?" she asked looking around. 
 It was her husband's turn to avoid meeting her eyes. "That's my place," he said shortly, 
pointing to the cabin with the buggy whip. "An' that's my mammy settin' in the do'." 
 Rena's heart sank like lead, and for a moment all the color left her cheeks. And while she 
said nothing, her husband with a furtive glance at her face read correctly the disappointment and 
alarm that were all to Wain visible. Instead of the handsome house and well ordered grounds of 
which she had dreamed, there was not even the comfortable and decent dwelling the 
conversation of the morning had led her to expect, but only this sordid hovel, which scarcely the 
poorest and lowest negroes of Patesville would have cared to live. 
 On the evening of their arrival from Patesville a white man came to the house, and called 
her husband to the door.9 He closed the door behind him, as he went out, but the conversation 
                                                
9 The sentence has been crossed out of the original transcription but added here for clarity. 
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was clearly audible through the cranks in the walls, from which the clay had fallen. The stranger 
spoke in a loud voice, and Wain, after the first few sentences, replied in ordinary tones. 
 "Yas, Mr. Mullen, I'm here. Howdy do, suh? I reck'n' you begun to wunder where I wuz 
did n't yer?" 
 "Yes, I did an' it's a durn good thing you're here fer if yer had n't showed up ter-day I'd a 
swo' out a warrant ag'in' yer fer stealin' my hoss an' buggy. I hi'ed yer that rig fer a week, an' 
ye've kep' it two." 
 "Dat' so, Mr. Mullen, but I could n't get back no sooner. Fac; is, I stayed up dere ter git 
married. I made a fine match, too; my wife's mammy's de riches' 'oman in Patesville." 
 "Then I s'pose yer got the money ter pay fer the two week's use er my hoss an' buggy," 
said the other, sullenly. 
 "Well, no, Mr. Mullen, I ain't jes now. Fac', yer know how it 'ud be yo'se'f, Mr. Mullen. 
But I'll have it in er week er so. I'm gwine ter sell some ton-timber down ter the sawmill, an' yo' 
bill shill be paid fus' thing. I'll bring de hoss an' buggy up ter yo' place right now. I only got in a' 
hour ago, an' wuz jus' gittin' up f'm de supper table."  
 The creditor grumbled awhile, swore a little, and finally said he would drive the mare 
back himself. Wain brought the buggy around and when his rider had gone came into the house 
and glancing at faces around the table saw that his colloquy in the yard had been overheard.  
 "Ha, ha!" he laughed continuously, "Jim Mullen's in a monst'us hurry 'bout his hoss an' 
buggy. He can't 'spec' a man ter go down ter Patesville an' co't a gal lack Rena an' marry her an' 
fetch her home to Sampson all in a week! I'd a got you cheap, honey, ef I'd er had ter co't yer a 
year." 
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 But neither the laugh nor the compliment could bring more than the ghost of a responsive 
smile into Rena's face. Thus had perished her dream of long rides among the pines behind the 
pretty mare, of visits to Clinton, of trips back to Patesville to see her mother. 
 She learned next day that her husband's only beasts of burden were an old and decrepit 
army mule and a stunted steer, two lean and listless brutes. The nearest approach to a buggy on 
the place was a rickety, two wheeled-cart. There was a miserable milch cow and a sickly calf, 
and a few razor-backed hogs that slept under the house at night with half a dozen mangy dogs.  
 On the Saturday after her arrival, Wain brought home with him a man of about his own 
size, whole he introduced as his cousin, Jeff'son Wain. Cousin Jefferson was wonderfully struck 
with Rena's beauty. 
 "I tell yer, Wash," he said, as he stood off and looked at her, "you tuk de cake dis time, 
sho' nuff. Won't de white folks in dis settlement open dey eyes w'en dey sees Rena gwine 'long 
de road! She's de whites' mulatter in dis county, an' dat's a fac'. 10 
 "I 'clare ter goodness ef I ain't fergot ter water de mule", exclaimed Wain suddenly. 
"Come round ter de stable wid me, Jeff, an' we kin talk w'ile I'm lookin ofter' im! They came 
back and Jeff took his leave with the promise that he would call again soon.  
 They came back a few minutes later. 
 "Jeff wants ter borry my broadclof suit ter wear ter a ball up ter Clinton nex' week," said 
Wain to his wife when they had gone in. "I could n' refuse 'im very well, so I tole 'im I'd sen' 'em 
up Monday by one er de gals." 
 The clothes were sent according to promise, but were never returned.  
                                                
10 The previous two paragraphs have been crossed out of the original transcription but added here for 
clarity. 
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 "Fac' is," said Wain, when his wife inquired about them some weeks later, "he's done wo' 
'em 'tel he's got 'em all out er shape, an' I won't have 'em no mo'. He's got ter pay fer 'em." 
 Rena saw Jeff afterwards from time to time. He did not betray any uneasy consciousness 
and did not mention the clothes. She guessed the truth, and made no further inquiries. Her 
husband's wedding clothes had been borrowed and he was ashamed to acknowledge a meanness 
that he thought could be concealed.  
 
[Missing page 45] 
 
of coarser fiber she might have entrenched herself behind her right and driven them all 
away. But she was not strong; she withered in an atmosphere of strife. She could not accustom 
herself to the sordid conditions of her new life. Her husband was not altogether heartless. He 
respected his wife, because he recognized in her his superior. He was childishly vain, and for a 
time after his marriage revelled in the compliments he received on his wife's appearance and his 
own good taste. He would have liked to retain the esteem and respect with which she had looked 
up to him during his visit to Patesville; he even had maudlin hope that she would love him in 
spite of the gross fraud he had practiced upon her.  
About three months after her marriage she asked him to take her to see her mother. 
"I can't go now, Rena," he replied, "fer I'm right in de middle er de cotton pickin'. W'en I 
got de crops all in I'll take yer." He was unusually affectionate for several days afterwards. He 
could not but see how homesick she was, and perhaps he felt a twinge of remorse. He tried to 
interest her in the coarse amusements which delighted him.  
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But Rena was cold and unresponsive; her beauty began to fade; she grew listless, 
monosyllabic, tearful, an uncomfortable companion. Her husband soon left her very much to her 
own devices, and spent but little of his time at home. She came to believe that she had not a 
single friend, and life became utterly wretched for her. 
When six months of her married life had passed, her mother still remained in ignorance 
of the truth. Mis' Molly could not write, and to have a letter written was an event in her life. Rena 
handled a pen only with much labor. The nearest post-office was at Clinton, seven miles away. 
Her husband went to town at intervals, mailed her letters and received those addressed to her. 
Shame had made her shrink at first from acknowledging to others the mistake her marriage had 
been. When at last her pride gave way and she poured out her heart to her mother, the letter was 
delivered to Wain as usual; it never reached Patesville. 
Two months more dragged on. Her husband first became indifferent to her waning 
charms, then hardened to the unspoken wretchedness of her face, then unfaithful -- he hardly 
tried to conceal his infidelities. 
 
 
VIII. 
 
 Meanwhile Rena's homesickness grew apace. Her longing for mother and home at length 
became almost insupportable. She asked her husband for the third or fourth time to take her to 
Patesville. Hitherto he had pleaded lack of time, but at this last request he grew a little impatient.  
 "I could n' think er sech a thing," he said decidedly. It -- 
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-- yard, and started down the road she had come. She was going to her mother.  
 
IX. 
 
 Frank Fuller's soul was filled with longing. He had missed Rena's face and voice and 
smile. If he could see her only once more, he thought, and know that she was happy, he could be 
content. He had gone across the street occasionally and inquired how Rena was getting along. 
Miss Molly's reports were always favorable, but their meager sameness at length made Frank 
suspect that she did not hear from her daughter very often. Once he met a colored man from 
Sampson county, and inquired of him what sort of a fellow Wain was. 
 "Oh, Wash Wain!" said the countryman slightingly. "We calls 'im Wash Win' down our 
way. "One er dese yer biggity, braggin' niggers; talk lack he own de whole county, en ain't wuth 
much ez I is; en I don't set up ter be nobody at all.  
 "Do yer know his wife?" 
 "No, I ain' never be'n made 'quainted wid 'er, but I reck'n dat must 'a' be'n her I seed in de 
yard de yuther day ez I driv' pas' dere. Kind er slim, pale, peaked-lookin' gal, ain' she; one er 
dese yer w'ite mulatters. I would n' give much fer her chances er livin' ef Wash Wain got ter feed 
'er." 
 This news stirred Frank deeply. He said nothing to any one about what he had learned, 
but for two or three days after his interview with the countryman he was so moody and absent-
minded that his father complained of it.  
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 W'at's de matter wid yer, Frank?" he grumbled. "Yer ain' said nothin' fer two er three 
days. Yer don't eat 'nuff ter feed a sparrer. I'd jes' ez soon have a deef-an-dumb man in de shop." 
 "I reck'n I needs a little change or some kin'", said Frank, pausing in his work. "I b'lieve 
ef I'd take a kyart-load er buckets an' piggins down de country I c'd sell 'em er swap 'em off an' 
make sump'n and de trip 'u'd do me good." 
 A little argument was necessary to convince the old man of the advantages of the 
proposed scheme, but he finally consented, and in a few days he and Frank prepared a cart-load 
of wooden-ware adapted to the country trade. 
 One morning in June, before the sun was up, Frank drove down Front Street, crossed the 
river bridge, and struck into Clinton road. He was going to see Rena. If he should find her well 
and happy, he would come back content; if, as he had reason to fear, she was unhappy, or ill-
treated -- his heart grew full of black thoughts at the idea; he was almost afraid to think of what 
he might do.  
 The first day he drove about thirty miles, and then camped by the roadside for the night. 
He was up at dawn, fed the mule, ate his breakfast, and resumed his journey through the pines 
that lined the road, and overhung the road like the stately arch of of a cathedral aisle.  
 After driving for an hour or more Frank stopped to water his mule at a point where the 
white, sandy road, widening as it went, sloped downward to a clear, running branch. On the right 
a group of bays bent over the stream and mingled the heavy odor of their flowers with the 
delicate perfume of the yellow jessamine that had overrun a clump of saplings on the side of the 
road. From a neighboring tree a silver-throated mocking-bird poured forth a flood of riotous 
melody. A group of minnows, startled by the splashing of the mule's feet, darted away to take 
refuge in the thicket, and the amber water seemed filled with laughing light. The mule drank long 
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and lazily, while thoughts in harmony with the scene stole of Frank -- thoughts of Rena, young 
and beautiful, of her friendly smile, her pensive grey eyes; surely she must be happy, for who 
could help loving her, or, loving her, could give her cause for unhappiness? 
 Suddenly a sound from the thicket caught his ear. 
 "What 's dat?" he muttered. "Sounds mighty quare." He listened for a moment, but heard 
nothing more. "Must 'a' be'n a rabbit er sump'n in de woods. G'long, Caesar."  
As the mule, at his command, stepped forward lazily, Frank heard the sound again, and 
this time more distinctly, -- the long, low moan of someone in distress.  
"Dat ain't no rabbit," he said to himself. "You stan' here, Caesar, till I look inter dis 
matter." 
He stopped the mule on the other side of the branch, and springing down from the saddle 
pushed his way through the outer edge of the thicket. 11 
"Lord!" he exclaimed in a low voice, "it's a white woman!" A slender form lay before 
him; the face was turned away and he could only see a tangled mass of yellow hair. He stood still 
a moment, debating whether he should investigate further and offer her assistance, or whether he 
should put as great a distance as possible between her and himself before other some other man 
should come along the road. While he hesitated, the figure moved restlessly, and a low voice 
murmured: 
"Mammy, o mammy!" 
There was a familiar note in the voice, and Frank, with a strange look of the head and 
trembling in every limb, sprang forward toward the prostrate figure. As he did so, the woman 
turned unconsciously, and he stared down into her face, and stood for a moment petrified. Then a 
cry of  anguish burst from his as he dropped to his knees:  
                                                
11 The previous sentence has been crossed out but added here for clarity. 
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"O my God it's her! It's her! It's Rena!"  
Her sunken cheeks were burning, her lips were parched, her eyes glittered with feverish 
brilliancy. She had on the blue silk wedding-dress; it was torn and dusty and fringed with 
cockleburs. Her naked feet were blistered and swollen. 
"Mammy, o mammy!" moaned the sick girl.  
Frank lifted her head on his arm. She opened her eyes suddenly, and gazes at him wildly. 
"You Wash", she exclaimed, "go away, go away from me; I hate you!" She struck at him fiercely 
with her clenched fists.  
He guessed it all. "Damn him! Damn him! The houn'! The liar! The thief! I'll kill 'im - I'll 
kill 'im like a rattlesnake. His strong and sluggish nature was stirred to its depths. 
He gazed at her a moment in silence, as she babbled on, and laughed deliriously, and put 
her arms, and called her mother. "Come, mammy, kiss yo' Rena! Kiss yo' own Rena!" 
Then Frank's mood changed; he recalled her in the full flush of youth and health, and his 
faithful heart broke with pity at the contrast.  
"O my honey, my darlin'," he groaned. He had been kneeling beside her, but now she sat 
down upon the ground, took her head in his arms, and abandoned himself to grief. Meantime the 
sun shone on as brightly as before, the mocking-bird sang yet more joyously. A summer breeze 
sprang up and wafted the odor of bay and jessamine past them on its wings.  
Frank dried his tears and laid the poor tangled head gently upon the ground. Then he 
arose, the light of resolution in his eyes, he pitched the cart-load of tubs, buckets and piggins out 
into the road, and, gathering dried leaves and pine-straw, spread them in the bottom of the cart, 
after which he stooped and lifted the frail form in his arms. 
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"O mammy! dear mammy?" she cried, and threw her arms wildly around his neck as he 
held her.  
A thrill ran through him; his heart beat wildly with love and despair. "Hush, honey," he 
whispered, "hush, Rena darlin'; I'll take yer ter yo' mammy." 
He laid her on the leafy bed, and taking off his coat spread it over her. Then he cut a 
couple of hickory withes, arched them over the cart, and gathering an armful of jessamine 
quickly weaved it into an awning to protect her face from the sun. She grew quieter then, and 
closed her eyes. 
"Go ter sleep, honey!" he murmured caressingly, "go to sleep, an' Frank'll take her home 
ter yo' mammy." 
Then he sprang into the saddle and started the mule off at a rapid gait towards Patesville. 
About noon a young white man on horseback met him on the road, and glanced curiously into 
the cart. 
"Hello! who have you got there?" 
"A sick woman." 
"Why, she's white, as I'm a sinner!" he cried, riding up close to the cart and peering 
beneath the awning. "What are you doing with this white woman?" he demanded sternly. 
"She's note white, boss; she a bright mulatter." 
The stranger was still suspicious. "Where are you going with her?" 
"Ter Patesville, ter 'er mammy. She's sick, took sick on de road." 
The stranger hastened on. Towards evening Frank heard the baying of hounds in the 
distance.  A fox weary with running, his brush drooping, crossed the road close in front of the 
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cart. Presently several of the hounds went by, and a moment later two or three12 hunters burst out 
of a by-road and stopped at sight of the strange13-looking cart. They stared at the sick girl and 
asked who14 she was. Frank explained she was a colored girl who was riding with him to 
Patesville, and who had become sick on the road.  
"I don't believe she's a nigger," asserted one. "What ails her?" 
"Pears ter be some kine of a fever," said Frank. " I don't know whether it's ketchin' er not; 
she's been out in her head."  
They drew off a little at this. "I reckon it's all right, said one; and they followed the fox.  
Frank went on with his load; he drove all day and all night, stopping only to feed and 
water the mule. At early dawn he crossed the long bridge over the Cape Clear river; and at 
sunrise rapped at Miss Molly's door. She was not up, but called from behind the window-blind to 
know who was there. 
"It's me - Frank; I've brung Miss Rena home." 
He lifted her in his strong arms and bore her into the house. Her mother, who had hastily 
thrown on a wrapper met him at the door. She was dumb with amazement, and did not recover 
her voice until Frank had laid his burden on the bed. 
"Oh, my God," she cried, "she's dead! My chile is dead!" 
She threw herself frantically on her daughter, kissed her, and shook her gently, and called 
to her. 
"Rena, O Rena," she cried. "Speak to me, Rena! Speak ter yo' mammy!" 
                                                
12 The word "three" has not been properly scanned, I have used my best judgment to insert it here. 
13  The word "strange" has not been properly scanned, I have used my best judgment to insert it here. 
14  The word "who" has not been properly scanned, I have used my best judgment to insert it here. 
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The sick girl opened her eyes a moment and smiled. "Mammy," she murmured, and 
closed her lids again.  
Mis' Molly turned to Frank. "Who done this? Whose work is this?" she demanded 
fiercely.  
In a few hurried words Frank told her what he knew. She was beside herself with rage; 
she raved.  
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